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WHAT IS MATTERS OF MATTER? 
 
MATTERS OF MATTER is a series of 52 pieces, composed and released during each week of 2018. The pieces are 
written to explore, exhibit or sonify the emergent natural behaviours of various physical materials (and/or/as 
instruments made from those materials). 
 
For more information, visit matthewsergeant.com/matters-of-matter . 
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MATERIALS REQUIRED 
 

1x Found wooden branch, stick, or similar* 
 

[*See note in performance instructions] 
 
 

INSTRUMENTS REQUIRED 
 

1x Bowed string instrument** 
 

 [**e.g. violin, viola, cello, double bass, or similar] 
 
 

HUMAN PERFORMERS REQUIRED 
 

1 
 
  
 

DURATION 
 

Variable 
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CONCEPT 
 
A bowed string instrument is played with a found branch, twig, or similar. 
 
 
PERFORMANCE INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Instrument 
 
The piece may be performed on any bowed string instrument (i.e. violin, viola, cello, double bass, or similar). 
 
Bow 
 
A wooden branch or twig should be found of approximately the same length as a standard bow for the instrument 
used, this is henceforth referred to as ‘the found bow’. This found bow is used throughout the piece – a standard bow 
is not used at any point. 
 
The found bow should be crudely stripped of additional branches/protrusions, if necessary, to allow at least one route 
for it to move across the string from point to heel. The alterations applied to the found bow to facilitate this should, 
however, be absolutely minimal. Examples of potential found bows can be seen in the images below. 
 

 
 
 
 

Notation 
 
Rhythmically, the score for the piece is notated in a manner where horizontal space is approximately equated to time. 
An approximate time-line is provided along the top/bottom of each system via a consistently-spaced series of notches, 
where each notch represents approximately one second. 
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Vertically, the score indicates the contact point between the bow and the string. As such, the following labels in the 
previous example can be explained thusly: 

(a) A downbow (in this case from the extreme point to the extreme heel) across c.2½ seconds, 
(b) An upbow (in this case from the heel and towards, but not reaching, the point), lasting c.1½ seconds, 
(c) Erratic up/down bow movement, following the relative spatial position implied, 

 
String 
 
The piece is performed entirely on the highest string (e.g. the E string, on a violin). 
 
Bow Pressure 
 
As much as possible, the pressure of the bow on the string should be determined by the weight of the found bow. Let 
the bow rest on the string under its own weight, adding minimal additional pressure from the body. In reality, this will 
create allow a general level of flautando bowing. 
 
General Remarks 
 
At all times, the indications of the score should be considered as indications of input action, rather than output 
sound. It is absolutely expected that the bow with snag, catch and bounce against the string as it is moved across it 
(determined by the natural notches and blemishes on the wood), creating a sonic image that may be far removed from 
that perhaps suggested from the notation. This is a core part of the concept of the piece and should be encouraged in 
performance. Likewise, each repeat should be considered as a repeat of input action – the sonic output may be 
completely different on each repetition. 
 
Starting/Ending the piece. 
 
The piece exists as a single stave of music which is repeated ad lib, until one of the four possible events occurs to end 
the piece: 
 

1. The bow breaks, 
2. The string breaks, 
3. The bow becomes permanently stuck/snagged to the string*, 
4. The performer becomes absolutely certain that the first three events will never occur, 

 
*If the string becomes snagged on a certain part of the bow and holds this position despite the movement of the arm (following the score), allow 
this to happen, even if sound production is removed. If this situation does not become ‘unstuck’ before the end of one full repetition from the 
original point of snagging, then the piece may stopped. 
 
 
 



c.12” c.25” c.4”

repeat ad lib.
[Absolutely segue. No audible break.]

I [sempre]
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